1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The Generation IV International Forum is currently investigating innovative nuclear reactor designs which should lead to improved safety, sustainability, and efficiency.^[@ref1]^ Among the considered designs, fast neutron reactors (FNRs), such as the sodium-cooled and lead-cooled reactors, are very promising as they would allow achieving higher thermal efficiencies than currently used Light-Water Reactors (LWRs), by operating at higher temperatures. Mixed uranium--plutonium oxide (or MOX) pellets, enclosed inside a stainless steel cladding, are currently the preferred choice for the fuel in these reactors. The behavior of these materials in FNR conditions is currently under investigation. Various irradiation tests and post-irradiation examinations of MOX fuels in FNR prototypes have shown a specific behavior not previously observed in the light-water reactor fuels. In particular, the formation of an oxide fission products layer (up to a few hundred micrometers in thickness) between the fuel and the cladding, named "Joint Oxyde-Gaine" or JOG (the French term for the oxide-cladding joint), has been observed.^[@ref2]−[@ref8]^ This layer is formed by volatile and semi-volatile fission product elements, mainly cesium, molybdenum, iodine, tellurium, and palladium, that migrate from the center of the fuel pellet (*T* ≃ 2300 K) toward the edge, due to the strong radial thermal gradient (≃450 K mm^--1^), and accumulate between the fuel and the cladding, where the temperature is lower (*T* ≃ 973 K). Knowing the thermal and mechanical properties of this layer is crucial for the safety assessment of the reactor. The irradiated fuel-cladding interaction needs to be well understood and controlled to prevent the release of radioactive elements from the fuel into the main circuit. The formation of the JOG layer could induce mechanical stresses on the cladding or drops in thermal conductivity, leading to creation of hot spots and local melting, and to an acceleration of the cladding corrosion. All these effects could cause a failure of the cladding integrity, and for this reason, the JOG needs to be investigated and accounted for in Fuel Performance Codes.

The JOG is a complex, multi-element system, including Cs--Mo--Te--Pd--Ba--I--U--O chemical elements stable in the forms of Cs~2~MoO~4~, CsI, Cs~2~Te, etc.^[@ref9]^ The main crystalline phase in the JOG is Cs~2~MoO~4~, according to post-irradiation examinations (PIE)^[@ref8]^ and thermochemical calculations.^[@ref9]−[@ref11]^ The thermodynamic properties of this phase and the phase equilibria in the Cs--Mo--O system are relatively well known.^[@ref12]−[@ref14]^ However, a thorough knowledge of the JOG thermodynamic behavior requires also the investigation of the other subsystems, for which data are still missing, as for instance the Cs--Te--O system, which presents several ternary compounds. Loopstra and Goubitz identified the crystallographic structures of three cesium tellurites, namely, Cs~2~TeO~3~, Cs~2~Te~2~O~5~, and Cs~2~Te~4~O~9~, as well as a mixed valence state compound of chemical formula Cs~2~Te~4~O~12~.^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ The crystallographic structure of the cesium tellurate, Cs~2~TeO~4~, was identified by Weller et al.^[@ref17]^ The only available phase diagram data refer to a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) study of the TeO~2~--Cs~2~TeO~3~ pseudo-binary system,^[@ref18]^ while the available thermodynamic data are limited to the enthalpies of formation of Cs~2~TeO~3~, Cs~2~Te~2~O~5~, Cs~2~Te~4~O~9~, and Cs~2~TeO~4~.^[@ref19]^ Further studies are hence necessary in order to completely determine the Cs--Te--O phase equilibria and the possible effects on the JOG system.

This work focuses on the Cs~2~TeO~4~ compound and the Cs~2~(Mo,Te)O~4~ solid solution. The Cs~2~TeO~4~ phase is of particular interest for the JOG as it is iso-structural with Cs~2~MoO~4~. The existence of a complete Cs~2~(Mo,Te)O~4~ solid solution is shown herein. The structural properties of Cs~2~TeO~4~ and mixed compounds are investigated by combining X-ray diffraction (XRD), neutron diffraction (ND), and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements. The polymorphism of Cs~2~TeO~4~ is investigated using high-temperature (HT) XRD, and the coefficients of thermal expansion are assessed from the measured data. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is used to investigate phase equilibria in the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ system, in particular to determine phase transition temperatures and associated enthalpies. Finally, a thermodynamic model of the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ system is reported using a regular solution formalism, based on the collected experimental data.

2. Experimental Methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ samples were synthesized by reaction between Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~TeO~4~ powders. Stoichiometric mixtures with *x* = Te/(Te + Mo) = 5, 10, 20, 40, 50, 60, 80, and 90 at. % were placed in alumina boats and heated under oxygen flow at 873 K, for a total duration of ∼50 h. One intermediate regrinding step has been performed, inside an argon-filled glovebox, to ensure a complete reaction between the two end-members. The Cs~2~MoO~4~ precursor was prepared starting from Cs~2~CO~3~ (Alpha Aesar, 99.99%) and MoO~3~ (Alpha Aesar, 99.95%), according to the procedure described in ref ([@ref20]). The obtained powder was white/light yellow. The Cs~2~TeO~4~ precursor was prepared by solid-state reaction between Cs~2~CO~3~ and TeO~2~ (Alpha Aesar, 99.99%) at 873 K in oxygen flow (O~2~, ≥99.5%, rest Ar and N~2~, H~2~O \< 1500 vpm) for ∼60 h. The powder exhibited a light gray color. Immediately after the synthesis, the samples were transferred in an argon-filled glovebox, with dry atmosphere, where the H~2~O and O~2~ contents were kept below 5 ppm. The handling of the samples was always done inside this glovebox, because of the hygroscopic nature of the synthesized materials.

2.2. X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------

Room-temperature X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out using a PANalytical X'Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer mounted in the Bragg--Brentano configuration with a Cu anode (0.4 mm × 12 mm line focus, 45 kV, 40 mA). The X-ray scattered intensities were measured with a real-time multi-strip (RTMS) detector (X'Celerator). The powdered samples were placed in a sealed sample holder, with a kapton foil cover, to maintain the dry argon atmosphere during the XRD measurement. The data were collected by step scanning in the angle range 10° ≤ 2θ ≤ 120°, with a step size of 0.008° (2θ); one single scan was performed, for a total measuring time of about 8 h. Structural analysis was performed by the Rietveld method with the FullProf Suite.^[@ref21]^ The displacement of the sample surface with respect to the goniometer was refined and compared to that of a gold powder standard, which was measured using the same sample holder. In all the cases, comparable displacements were obtained from the refinement.

2.3. High-temperature X-ray Powder Diffraction (HT-XRD) {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------

High-temperature XRD experiments were carried out from 298 to 1073 K in Bragg--Brentano mode on a Panalytical X'Pert Pro diffractometer equipped with an Anton Parr furnace, using the Cu--Kα~1~ radiation (Ge (111) monochromator). Measurements were performed under a silica gel-dried air flow. Each pattern was recorded by scanning the 16--80° 2θ range, with a step size of 0.013°, and using a 1 h 40 min counting time. The data were treated by Rietveld analysis using the FullProf Suite^[@ref21]^ in order to refine the lattice and structure parameters. Irregular peak shapes were observed and attention was paid to their origin. Lattice distortions were considered, but finally ruled out, and the irregular peak shapes were attributed to the small amount of powder, which only covered part of the holder's surface. These imperfections were eventually corrected by introducing a secondary "fictional" phase in the refinement, and a geometric intensity correction for incomplete illumination was applied. The two phases (in a 95:5 ratio according to the refinements) were given the same set of atomic coordinates but independent cell edges. As the thermal evolution was found to be similar for the two phases, the computation of the thermal expansion was made on the parameters of the main one.

Due to strong differences in electron densities between oxygen and the heavy Cs and Te cations, soft constraints were applied to the Te--O bond lengths. Likewise, a single *B*~0~ (isotropic atomic displacement) value was used for all the oxygen atoms, whereas independent anisotropic factors were refined for the cations.

2.4. Neutron Diffraction (ND) {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------

Neutron diffraction (ND) data were recorded at the PEARL beamline at the Hoger Onderwijs Reactor at TU Delft.^[@ref22]^ The sample was encapsulated in a cylindrical, vanadium can (50 mm high, 6 mm inner diameter) closed with a Viton O-ring. This preparation step was performed inside the glovebox, under dry argon atmosphere. The data were collected at room temperature, at a fixed wavelength (λ = 1.667 Å) over the range 11° \< 2θ \< 158°. The "instrumental background" (including the contribution from the sample can) was subtracted from the recorded data. Structural analysis was performed by the Rietveld method with the FullProf Suite.^[@ref21]^

2.5. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) {#sec2.5}
----------------------------------------

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were performed at the BM26A-DUBBLE beamline^[@ref23]^ of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. Samples for XAS measurements were prepared inside an argon-filled glovebox. Powdered samples were mixed with boron nitride, pressed in pellets of 5 mm diameter, and encapsulated in kapton foil. The mass of the investigated compounds, ranging from 15 to 50 mg, was optimized in order to correspond to 1--2 absorption lengths. The storage ring operating conditions at the ESRF were 6.0 GeV and 170--200 mA. A Si(111) crystal monochromator was used to select the energy, and calibration was performed using metallic molybdenum (*E*~K--edge~ = 20000 eV) and tin (*E*~K--edge~ = 29200 eV) as standard materials for the Mo and Te (*E*~K--edge~ = 31814 eV) K-edges, respectively.

The XAS data were collected at room temperature in transmission mode. XANES spectra were recorded at first, with a step size of 1 eV and a counting time of 3 s per step. This corresponds to an acquisition time of about 20 min per spectrum. For each compound/edge, at least four scans were collected and at least two different spots of the samples were probed. No modifications were observed among these scans. This indicates that changes of the chemical state due to the beam interaction are unlikely, unless these occurred very quickly, within the first few seconds/minutes of the measurement.

Subsequently, EXAFS spectra were collected at the Mo K-edge, with a counting time increasing with energy, from 3 (XANES part) up to 9 s per step. Between four and ten spectra were acquired for each sample, depending on the quality of the data.

XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure) spectra were normalized using the ATHENA software,^[@ref24]^ adopting linear functions for pre-edge and post-edge fitting. The absorption edges were identified as the first zero-crossing of the second derivatives.

EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) oscillations were also extracted with the ATHENA software^[@ref24]^ and Fourier-transformed using a Hanning window (3.5--14 Å^--1^, *dk* = 2 Å^--1^). Interatomic scattering path phases and amplitudes were calculated with the FEFF 8.40 ab initio code.^[@ref24]^ Fitting of the EXAFS data was performed simultaneously in *k*, *k*^2^, and *k*^3^, using the ARTEMIS software.^[@ref24]^ During the fit, the amplitude prefactor *S*~0~^2^ was initially set at 0.95, while the shift in the threshold energy Δ*E*~0~, the interatomic distances, the Debye--Waller factors, and the coordination numbers were optimized. Once the fit reached a sufficient goodness-of-fit, the *S*~0~^2^ value was also fitted. The variations from the initial value were negligible. Similar Δ*E*~0~ values were obtained for all the Mo K-edge spectra, between 0.5 and 0.8 eV.

2.6. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------

The phase transition, congruent melting (for Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~TeO~4~) and solidus temperatures of Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions were determined by 3D-heat flux DSC measurements using a Setaram Multi HTC module of the 96 Line calorimeter. The samples were heated inside an alumina crucible under oxygen flow. The temperature was monitored throughout the experiments by a series of interconnected S-type thermocouples. The temperature on the heating ramp (10 K min^--1^) was calibrated and corrected for the effect of the heating rate by measuring the melting points of standard high purity metals (In, Sn, Pb, Al, Ag, Au) at 2--4--6--8--10--12 K min^--1^. The calibration procedure was performed as recommended by Höne et al.^[@ref25]^ and Gatta et al.^[@ref26]^ The transition, congruent melting temperature of Cs~2~MoO~4~ (respectively, Cs~2~TeO~4~) and solidus temperatures of Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions were derived on the heating ramp as the onset temperature using tangential analysis of the recorded heat flow. The uncertainty on the measured temperatures is estimated to be ±5 K for the Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~TeO~4~ end-members and ±10 K for the transitions of the solid solutions.

The enthalpies of transition between the low-temperature orthorhombic structure and the high-temperature hexagonal structure of Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions were moreover determined by placing a reference material of well-known fusion enthalpy (Al and Na~2~MoO~4~ in this work) in the reference crucible and measuring both sample and reference materials in the same cycle, under argon flow when using the Al reference and under oxygen flow when using the Na~2~MoO~4~ reference. This configuration allows to calculate for each individual measurement cycle the detector sensitivity equal towhere *s*~ref~ is the detector sensitivity in μV mW^--1^, *M*~ref~ the molar mass in g mol^--1^, *m*~ref~ the weight of the reference in mg, *A*~ref~ the peak area corresponding to the transition event in μV s, and Δ~tr~*H*~m~°(*T*~tr,ref~) the enthalpy of transition of the reference material in J mol^--1^.

The detector sensitivity is assumed to remain the same at the temperature of the transition event of the sample, which is a reasonable approximation for two events sufficiently close to each other.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Lattice Parameters Determination of the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ Solid Solution {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~TeO~4~ show, at room temperature, the same orthorhombic structure, with space group *Pcmn*, n.°62 (noted "α" or "*o*" in this work). The XRD patterns acquired (at room temperature) on the (Cs~2~MoO~4~:Cs~2~TeO~4~) mixtures with *x* = Te/(Te + Mo) = (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.80, and 0.90) exhibited one single phase, indicating the existence of a complete solid solution for the entire composition range. The lattice parameters were obtained by Rietveld refinements of the XRD patterns, and the results are shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, as a function of the Te/(Te + Mo) ratio.

![Variation of the lattice parameters as a function of Te/(Te + Mo) content in the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solution: symbols = experimental points; dashed line = linear fit according to Vegard's law.](ic0c01307_0001){#fig1}

For each lattice parameter (*a*, *b*, *c*), a linear variation is observed, indicating the validity of Vegard's law for this solid solution. The general lattice parameter *y* of the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solution, at room temperature, can be expressed as a function of the tellurium content *x* as

The *y*~0~ and *m* values were obtained by fitting the XRD lattice parameters, and the values are reported in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. The obtained *m* values are about ten times larger for the *a* and *b* axes than for the *c* axis, indicating that the substitution of Mo with Te causes an anisotropic expansion of the lattice. The in-deep examination of the α-Cs~2~MoO~4~ crystal structure by Wallez et al.^[@ref20]^ revealed that the cell edges in the (001) basal plane are ruled by an array of short, strong bonds; on the contrary, the connections between these planes, along the *c* axis, depend on long, loose Cs--O bonds. This is consistent with what is observed here for the solid solution, i.e., the substitution of Mo^6+^ (ionic radius = 0.41 Å^[@ref27]^) with Te^6+^ (ionic radius = 0.43 Å^[@ref27]^) results in a marked increase of the parameters in the basal plane (*ab*), whereas the length of the third edge (*c*), which is less dependent on the Mo^6+^ \\Te^6+^--O bond lengths, undergoes a lesser increase.

###### Fitting Parameters Assuming Vegard's Law: *y* = *y*~0~ + *mx*

            *y*~0~ (Å)       *m* (Å)         *R*^2^
  --------- ---------------- --------------- --------
  *a* (Å)   11.590 ± 0.002   0.127 ± 0.003   0.996
  *b* (Å)   6.552 ± 0.002    0.135 ± 0.004   0.995
  *c* (Å)   8.500 ± 0.001    0.013 ± 0.001   0.960

3.2. Neutron Diffraction Measurements on Cs~2~TeO~4~ and Cs~2~Te~0.5~Mo~0.5~O~4~ {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neutron diffraction data were collected on pure Cs~2~TeO~4~ and on the Cs~2~Te~0.5~Mo~0.5~O~4~ solid solution. As already shown by XRD, both these materials exhibit an orthorhombic structure at room temperature, with the space group *Pcmn*, n°62. The neutron diffraction pattern and the relative fit of Cs~2~TeO~4~ is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (very similar results are obtained for Cs~2~Te~0.5~Mo~0.5~O~4~, as shown in [Figure S1](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). The refined lattice parameters are *a* = 11.698(2) Å, *b* = 6.675(1) Å, and *c* = 8.502(1) Å, for Cs~2~TeO~4~ and are *a* = 11.631(2) Å, *b* = 6.607(1) Å, and *c* = 8.494(1) Å, for Cs~2~Te~0.5~Mo~0.5~O~4~ (see [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). These lattice parameter values are consistent with those previously obtained by XRD, even if slightly lower. This difference is not surprising since the lattice parameters obtained from neutron diffraction data are generally less accurate than those from XRD. Moreover, comparing the values to those previously obtained from neutron diffraction on Cs~2~MoO~4~ (*a* = 11.5623(8) Å, *b* = 6.5406(4) Å, *c* = 8.4906(5) Å^[@ref28]^), it can be noticed that the lattice parameters of the Cs~2~Te~0.5~Mo~0.5~O~4~ solid solution are almost exactly equal to the average values of the two end-members. This confirms again the validity of Vegard's law.

![Experimental (red dots) and calculated (black line) neutron diffraction pattern of Cs~2~TeO~4~. The difference is indicated in blue and the green marks represent the Bragg reflections. Measurement at λ = 1.667 Å. The background was taken as linear interpolation between operator-selected points in the pattern with refinable heights. Goodness-of-fit parameters are *R*~wp~ = 12.5, *R*~p~ = 15.9, χ^2^ = 9.51.](ic0c01307_0002){#fig2}

###### Refined Profile Parameters of Cs~2~TeO~4~ and Cs~2~(Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~)O~4~ from the ND Data

  chemical formula              Cs~2~TeO~4~                Cs~2~(Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~)O~4~
  ----------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------
  crystal system                orthorhombic               
  space group (no.)             62, *Pcmn* setting         
  *Z*                           4                          
  source                        neutron diffraction (ND)   
  wavelength λ (Å)              1.667                      1.667
  formula weight (g mol^--1^)   425.77                     441.59
  *a* (Å)                       11.698(2)                  11.631(2)
  *b* (Å)                       6.675(1)                   6.607(1)
  *c* (Å)                       8.502(1)                   8.494(1)
  cell volume *V* (Å^3^)        663.9(2)                   652.7(2)
  *d*-space range (Å)           0.78--8.35                 0.78--8.35
  χ^2^                          9.51                       5.33
  *R*~p~                        15.9                       13.4
  *R*~wp~                       12.5                       11.6

The atomic positions, as obtained from the neutron data refinement, are reported in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}. The Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ structure, shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, consists of isolated and slightly distorted TeO~4~ (respectively, MoO~4~) tetrahedra linked by Cs^+^ cations in 9- and 10-fold coordination.

###### Refined Atomic Positions in Cs~2~TeO~4~ and Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~[a](#tbl3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[b](#tbl3-fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}

  atom                      ox. state   Wyckoff   *x*           *y*         *z*           occ.   *B*~eq~ (Å^2^)
  ------------------------- ----------- --------- ------------- ----------- ------------- ------ ----------------
  Cs~2~TeO~4~                                                                                    
  Cs1                       +1          4c        0.4145(9)     0.25        0.6714(8)     1      3.3(2)
  Cs2                       +1          4c        --0.2849(7)   0.25        --0.0055(9)   1      2.9(3)
  Te                        +6          4c        0.4200(9)     0.25        0.2213(7)     1      2.3(2)
  O1                        --2         4c        0.425(2)      0.25        0.0109(7)     1      5.7(3)
  O2                        --2         4c        0.5639(8)     0.25        0.302(1)      1      3.7(3)
  O3                        --2         8d        0.3475(7)     0.0289(9)   0.2921(9)     1      4.7(2)
  Cs~2~Te~0.5~Mo~0.5~O~4~                                                                        
  Cs1                       +1          4c        0.4162(9)     0.25        0.6713(7)     1      3.0(2)
  Cs2                       +1          4c        --0.2887(6)   0.25        --0.0098(9)   1      2.4(2)
  Te                        +6          4c        0.4208(8)     0.25        0.2231(6)     0.5    2.0(2)
  Mo                        +6          4c        0.4208(8)     0.25        0.2231(6)     0.5    2.0(2)
  O1                        --2         4c        0.424(1)      0.25        0.0170(6)     1      4.9(3)
  O2                        --2         4c        0.5665(8)     0.25        0.300(1)      1      3.8(3)
  O3                        --2         8d        0.3501(6)     0.0284(9)   0.2945(8)     1      4.1(2)

*Pcmn* setting of the space group n.°62.

Anisotropic atomic displacement factors are reported in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.0c01307/suppl_file/ic0c01307_si_001.pdf).

![Sketch of the Cs~2~TeO~4~ crystal structure. Cs atoms are represented in green, Te/Mo in blue, and oxygen atoms in red.](ic0c01307_0003){#fig3}

3.3. Valence State Determination by XANES {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------

X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra were collected at the Mo K-edge on pure Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions with *x* = 0.05, 0.10, 0.50, and 0.80. The results are shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and are compared to standard materials, namely, metallic Mo^0^, Mo^IV^O~2~, and Mo^VI^O~3~ oxides. Similarly, XANES data were collected at the Te K-edge for Cs~2~TeO~4~ and the mixed compounds with *x* = 0.50 and 0.80 (for the lower Te concentration, the absorption at the Te K-edge was too low); these spectra, shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, are compared to those of Te^IV^O~2~ and Cs~2~Te~4~^IV^O~9~. We remark here that, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that XANES data are reported on Cs~2~Te~4~^IV^O~9~. The XRD Rietveld refinement for this compound was in perfect agreement with the structure previously determined by Loopstra and Goubitz,^[@ref15]^ and for this reason, it has been selected as the standard tellurite for the XAS experiments.

![XANES spectra at the (a) Mo K-edge and (b) Te K-edge.](ic0c01307_0004){#fig4}

The absorption edges, defined as the inflection points of the absorption spectra (hence obtained as the zero of the second derivative), are summarized in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}.

###### Absorption Edges, Defined as the Zero Crossing of the Second Derivative[a](#tbl4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                              *E*~0~ (eV)   
  --------------------------- ------------- -------
  Cs~2~Mo~0.95~Te~0.05~O~4~   20015         --
  Cs~2~Mo~0.90~Te~0.10~O~4~   20015         --
  Cs~2~Mo~0.50~Te~0.50~O~4~   20015         31821
  Cs~2~Mo~0.20~Te~0.80~O~4~   20015         31821
  Cs~2~MoO~4~                 20015         --
  Cs~2~TeO~4~                 --            31821
  Mo^0^                       20000         --
  Mo^4+^O~2~                  20012         --
  Mo^6+^O~3~                  20016         --
  Te^4+^O~2~                  --            31819
  Cs~2~Te~4~^+4^O~9~          --            31819

Data are provided with an uncertainty of 1 eV.

In general, a clear shift of the absorption edge is observed with increasing oxidation state of the element. For the Mo K-edge, Cs~2~MoO~4~ and the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions have absorption edges around 20015 eV, clearly higher than metallic Mo (20000 eV) and Mo^IV^O~2~ (20012 eV), and in line with the Mo^VI^O~3~ standard (20016 eV). Moreover, similarly to Mo^VI^O~3~ (but even more evident), all the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ samples present a marked pre-edge feature (for these spectra presenting a pre-edge, the *E*~0~ has been taken on the second, main edge). This is characteristic of short, highly covalent Mo--O bonds in tetrahedral geometry, which enhance 4d-5p mixing in Mo through their hybridization with O(2p).^[@ref29]−[@ref32]^ It can be confirmed that molybdenum is hexavalent and in tetrahedral MoO~4~ units in all the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions. Indeed, the pre-edge intensity is even more marked in the solid solutions than in MoO~3~, suggesting a stronger covalency and shorter Mo--O bonds. In fact, the transition is dipole forbidden for a regular octahedra but appears in MoO~3~ as a shoulder due to the distortion of the MoO~6~ octahedra in that compound. Its intensity is related to the degree of octahedral distortion.

For the Te K-edge, there was no Te^VI^ standard available. However, because of the electroneutrality, tellurium is expected to be in the oxidation state +VI in the investigated materials. In support of this hypothesis, both Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~ and Cs~2~Mo~0.2~Te~0.8~O~4~ have an absorption energy equal (within the uncertainty limit) to that of pure Cs~2~TeO~4~ (31821 eV) and the values are more than 1 eV higher than those of Te^IV^O~2~ and Cs~2~Te~4~^IV^O~9~. We believe that the present measurements can serve as reference standards for future studies on tellurium-containing materials.

3.4. Local Structure Studies by EXAFS {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------

The experimental EXAFS data and the relative Fourier transform (FT) collected at the Mo K-edge on Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~, with *x* = 0.05, 0.10, 0.50, and 0.80, are shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (open symbols). All the data show a very similar shape. The FT of the data exhibit a first, very intense peak at *R* + Δ*R* ≅ 1.4 Å, as well as a low intensity peak around 3.6 Å (see also [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![EXAFS data (χ(*k*)*k*^3^) and their Fourier transforms at the Mo K-edge. FT boundaries: 3.5--14 Å^--1^, *dk* = 2 Å^--1^.](ic0c01307_0005){#fig5}

![EXAFS Fourier transform of the Mo K-edge of Cs~2~MoO~4~. FT boundaries: 3.5--14 Å^--1^, *dk* = 2 Å^--1^.](ic0c01307_0006){#fig6}

The crystallographic structure obtained from neutron diffraction ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) was used as the input to fit the EXAFS data. The Mo (or Te) atom is in the center of a tetrahedron. According to the neutron diffraction refinement, this tetrahedron is not regular and three slightly different Mo--O distances are present. For example, for pure Cs~2~MoO~4~, Mo--O~1~ = 1.76 Å, Mo--O~2~ = 1.80 Å, and Mo--O~3~ = 1.77 Å, the latter with a multiplicity equal to 2. These three neighboring shells are very close and difficult to differentiate by EXAFS. Indeed, the distance resolution Δ*R* is equal to π/2Δ*k*, where Δ*k* is the range of the data in the *k*-space. In our case, for the data collected at the Mo K-edge, Δ*R* = 0.11 Å. Therefore, it is not possible to differentiate the three Mo--O distances and the EXAFS data were fitted using one single oxygen coordination shell, formed of four atoms. Besides the four oxygen in tetrahedral coordination, the next Mo neighbor is a Cs atom, at a distance of 3.78 Å (for Cs~2~MoO~4~), followed by a neighbor shell composed of three Cs atoms at a distance ∼3.89 Å. Again, these two distances are hardly distinguishable by EXAFS, because of the weak amplitude of these contributions. This is particularly true for these further shells, since the contribution to EXAFS is rapidly dumped with increasing distance. For this reason, the four Cs atoms were included in a single shell for the fit. Finally, a multiple O--Mo--O diffusion path, within the MoO~4~ tetrahedron and corresponding to an additional distance around 3.5 Å, was also included in the EXAFS model. For the latter, no supplementary fit parameters were introduced since the number of atoms, the distance, and the σ^2^ factor were related to the values used in the Mo--O single scattering path. The inclusion of this multiple scattering path is essential because it creates destructive interference with the Mo--Cs path in the EXAFS spectrum. This interference is one of the reasons of the low intensity of the second peak (around 3.6 Å), together with the high values of the Mo--Cs distance and the Debye--Waller factor of this path (see [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.0c01307/suppl_file/ic0c01307_si_001.pdf) in the [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}). More details on the interference between the paths are also provided in the [Supporting Information](#notes1){ref-type="notes"}. The contribution of the three paths to the EXAFS fit is shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} for Cs~2~MoO~4~ (similar results are obtained for the other compositions).

A generally good agreement between the fits and the experimental data was obtained for all the compositions, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (experimental data shown with open symbols, fits shown with solid lines). The fitted coordination number and the σ^2^ factors for the two neighboring shells, which are provided in the [Supporting Information Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.0c01307/suppl_file/ic0c01307_si_001.pdf), are consistent with the adopted structural model. The obtained Mo--O and Mo--Cs bond distances, for each composition, are reported in [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} and are compared to the average distances obtained from neutron diffraction (for *x* = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.80, the distances were estimated by interpolation). The EXAFS Mo--O distance, equal to 1.78(Å), is shorter than the average Mo--O bond length in MoO~3~, equal to 1.86(1) Å,^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ confirming the previous hypothesis based on the pre-edge intensity of the XANES.

###### Comparison of the Mo--O and Mo--Cs Distances Obtained from EXAFS and Neutron Diffraction[b](#tbl5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                              Mo--O distance (Å)                      Mo--Cs distance (Å)                                           
  --------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------
  Cs~2~MoO~4~                 1.770(2)                                1.78(1)               3.880(2)                                3.89(2)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.95~Te~0.05~O~4~   1.776[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.78(1)               3.880[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   3.90(2)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.90~Te~0.10~O~4~   1.778[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.78(1)               3.883[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   3.90(2)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.50~Te~0.50~O~4~   1.785(1)                                1.78(1)               3.913(1)                                3.91(2)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.20~Te~0.80~O~4~   1.799[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.78(1)               3.924[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   3.91(2)

Neutron data are available only for *x*(Te) = 0, 0.50, and 1; for the other compositions, the distances were obtained by interpolation.

The reported Mo--O distances from neutron diffraction correspond to the average of the four Mo--O tetrahedral distances.

The interatomic distances obtained from ND and EXAFS are generally in good agreement, within the experimental uncertainties. However, while the Mo--Cs distances obtained by EXAFS increase with the Te content, in accordance with the neutron data, the EXAFS Mo--O distance is constant throughout all the compositions. According to the neutron diffraction data, a small but detectable increase of the M--O (M = Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~) distance should also be observed, i.e., a difference of ∼0.03 Å between Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~Mo~0.20~Te~0.80~O~4~. However, while the neutron diffraction data provide averaged data for the shared site between Te and Mo, the EXAFS gives information specific to the local environment around Mo. The XRD and neutron diffraction data reveal an expansion of the unit cell with the Te addition (consistent with the increase of the Mo--Cs distance), but the EXAFS data show that the localized, strongly covalent Mo--O bond is unaffected by the tellurium presence. The Mo--O distance is the same in all the solid solutions, despite the large range of compositions investigated. This means that the Te--O distance must be responsible for the variation in the average distances obtained by neutron diffraction in the shared Te/Mo tetrahedra. The Te K-edge (\>31 keV) is at the limit of the energy range that can be probed at the BM26A beamline, with the configuration adopted for the experiment. Hence, only the Te XANES data are exploited in this work.

3.5. Thermal Expansion and Phase Transition in Cs~2~TeO~4~ {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------------------------

With Cs~2~TeO~4~ being isostructural with Cs~2~MoO~4~ at room temperature, the existence of a phase transition from the *Pcmn* orthorhombic structure (α form noted *o*-Cs~2~TeO~4~) to a hexagonal phase (β form noted *h*-Cs~2~TeO~4~) at high temperature is to be expected by analogy with the results on Cs~2~MoO~4~.^[@ref20]^ To confirm this hypothesis, high-temperature X-ray diffraction measurements were performed in this work on Cs~2~TeO~4~, from 298 to 1073 K ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) in dry air.

![Thermal evolution of the XRD patterns of Cs~2~TeO~4~ between 298 and 1073 K, evidencing the phase transition.](ic0c01307_0007){#fig7}

A sudden disappearance of some of the weak diffraction peaks was observed on heating, confirming a change in crystal structure between 713 and 723 K ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). As already discussed, below the transition point, the *o*-Cs~2~TeO~4~ structure corresponds to the room-temperature orthorhombic *Pcmn* model reported by Weller et al.,^[@ref35]^ an isotype of Cs~2~SO~4~,^[@ref36]^ Cs~2~CrO~4~^[@ref37]^ and Cs~2~MoO~4~.^[@ref38]^ Beyond 723 K, the structure becomes hexagonal (*h*-Cs~2~TeO~4~), following the usual transition scheme of this family of compounds. The systematic *hhl*, *l* = 2*n* existence rule accounts for the *P*6~3~*mc* (or *P*6~3~/*mmc*) space group commonly observed for the high temperature forms of the isotypes, instead of the *P*3̅*m*1 symmetry proposed by Cordfunke et al.^[@ref39]^ The XRD Rietveld refinement of the XRD data at 773 K is shown in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and the results are reported in [Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}. First refined in the *P*6~3~*mc* polar group from the 773 K data, the crystal structure of the *h*-form proved consistent with the *P*6~3~/*mmc* supergroup owing to the location of the cations very close to the special positions at *z* = 0, 1/4, and 3/4, as well as the \[0 0 ±1\] disorder of the TeO~4~ tetrahedron. The same symmetry was observed in *h*-Cs~2~MoO~4~,^[@ref20]^ but in the tellurate, the apical O2 atom seems to split onto three sites around the axial position (see the Fourier map in the [Supporting Information Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.0c01307/suppl_file/ic0c01307_si_001.pdf)) instead of six in the molybdate. Conceivably, the whole TeO~4~ tetrahedron undergoes this double (upside-down and tilt) disorder; hence, the very high values of the atomic displacement parameter of the oxygen atoms.

![Rietveld plot for *h*-Cs~2~TeO~4~ at 773 K. Comparison between the observed *Y*~obs~ (in red) and calculated *Y*~calc~ (in black) X-ray diffraction patterns. *Y*~obs~ -- *Y*~calc~ (in blue) is the difference between the experimental and calculated intensities. The Bragg reflections' angular positions are also marked. Measurement at λ = Cu -- Kα1.](ic0c01307_0008){#fig8}

###### Refined Atomic Positions in *h*-Cs~2~TeO~4~ Derived from the X-ray Diffraction Refinement at 773 K[b](#tbl6-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  atom   Wyckoff   *x*        *y*    *z*        occ.   *B*~iso~\* (Å^2^)
  ------ --------- ---------- ------ ---------- ------ -------------------
  Cs1    2a        0          0      0          1      8.3(3)
  Cs2    2d        1/3        2/3    3/4        1      11.6(6)
  Te     2c        1/3        2/3    1/4        1      4.8(4)
  O1     12k       0.189(3)   2*x*   0.317(5)   1/2    20(1)
  O2     12k       0.24(1)    2*x*   0.08(1)    1/6    20(1)

*B*~eq~\* (Å^2^) for cations: Cs1: *B*~11~ = 8.6(4), *B*~33~ = 7.7(5), *B*~12~ = 4.3(4). Cs2: *B*~11~ = 6.0(5), *B*~33~ = 22.7(6), *B*~12~ = 3.0(5). Te: *B*~11~ = 3.2(3), *B*~33~ = 7.8(4), *B*~12~ = 1.6(3).

Space group *P*6~3~/*mmc*: *a* = 6.8661(8) Å, *c* = 8.897(1) Å. Bond lengths: Te--O1 = 1.81(2) Å; Te--O2 = 1.83(1) Å; 2.79 \< Cs1--O \< 3.58 Å; 3.16 \< Cs2--O \< 3.84 Å.

The relative linear thermal expansion plots ((*h* -- *h*~0~)/*h*~0~) = Δ*h*/*h*~0~ = *f*(*T*), where *h* = (*a*, *b*, *c*, *l*), *h*~0~ = (*a*~0~, *b*~0~, *c*~0~, *l*~0~), and *l*~0~ = (*a*~0~*b*~0~*c*~0~)^1/3^ are the reference lengths at room temperature ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}a), are very similar to those reported for Cs~2~MoO~4~,^[@ref20]^ showing anisotropic thermal expansion behavior. Here also the phase transition goes together with a pronounced break in the cell volume and the *c*-parameter (both +1.3%), while the cell surface in the (001) plane evolves continuously. Indeed, the transition corresponds to the sudden alignment of the Cs2 atoms along the 6-fold axis, but the phenomenon is preceded by a continuous shift, which accelerates between 573 and 623 K, as shown in [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}b, resulting in the increased slope of the *c* linear expansion. As established previously for Cs~2~MoO~4~,^[@ref20]^ both the high global expansion, high atomic displacement factors, and orientation disorder of the TeO~4~ tetrahedron result from the very weak Cs--O bonds.

![(a) Relative linear thermal expansion of Cs~2~TeO~4~ along the crystallographic axes. (b) Thermal variation of the *c*-parameter (left scale) and the distance of the Cs2 atoms to its position in the high temperature form (right scale). Error bars are smaller than the size of the dots.](ic0c01307_0009){#fig9}

The relative linear thermal expansion follows a polynomial evolution as a function of temperature *T*(*K*):in the orthorhombic domain:in the hexagonal domain:

It is worth noting that the relative linear thermal expansion of Cs~2~TeO~4~ is even higher than that of Cs~2~MoO~4~, up to 29% at the maximum temperature reached (1073 K).

3.6. Transition Temperatures and Transition Enthalpy Determinations {#sec3.6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The existence of a phase transition in Cs~2~TeO~4~, as evidenced from the X-ray diffraction experiments, was moreover confirmed by differential scanning calorimetry. A clear thermal event was detected in the heat flow curve at *T*~tr~(Cs~2~TeO~4~) = (712 ± 5) K, before the congruent melting event observed at *T*~fus~(Cs~2~TeO~4~) = (1187 ± 5) K ([Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). The measured solid solution compositions also showed a similar phase transition, with a transition temperature decreasing progressively when increasing the Te/(Te + Mo) content (see [Table [8](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}](#tbl8){ref-type="other"} and [Figures [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}).

![Heat flow signal versus temperature collected for Cs~2~TeO~4~.](ic0c01307_0010){#fig10}

The transition enthalpies of the α to β phase transition in Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions (*x* = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1) (from the orthorhombic to the hexagonal structure) were furthermore determined in this work by measuring the solid solution compositions together with a reference material of well-known transition enthalpy. This configuration allows us to derive for each individual measurement cycle the detector sensitivity, which is assumed to remain the same at the temperatures of the transition events of the sample and reference. Typical curves of the record heat flow signal are shown in [Figures S4 and S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.0c01307/suppl_file/ic0c01307_si_001.pdf). Note that the opposite directions for the sample and reference (endothermic) events are due to the different positioning in the reference and sample crucibles, respectively.

Aluminum was chosen as the reference material, since it shows a melting temperature close to the sample transition event without overlapping, and it has a well-known melting enthalpy equal to 10.711 kJ mol^--1^ at *T*~fus~ = 933.5 K.^[@ref40]^ It appeared, however, that a correction factor had to be applied to the sensitivity factor to match the reported enthalpy of transition of Cs~2~MoO~4~ as recommended in the review of Cordfunke and Konings,^[@ref41]^ i.e., (4.6 ± 0.1) kJ mol^--1^.^[@ref41]^ The necessity for this correction factor is believed to be related to the very different thermal properties (heat capacity and thermal conductivity) of the oxide and metallic materials. The same correction factor was applied to the other compositions (*x* = 0.2, 0.5, 1). The reliability of the method was moreover checked by measuring the transition enthalpy of Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~ against an oxide reference material, namely, Na~2~MoO~4~. The transition enthalpy was calculated against the α to β phase transition in Na~2~MoO~4~ (from a cubic *Fd*3̅*m* to an orthorhombic structure \[Note: Bottelberghs and van Buren^[@ref42]^ suggested *Pbn*2~1~ as the most probable space group, but a complete structure determination is lacking.\]), whose transition enthalpy is equal to (22.61 ± 0.5 kJ mol^--1^) as reported by Sugawara et al.^[@ref43]^ In this case, the sample and reference materials should have comparable thermal properties, and no correction factor was applied. The derived transition enthalpy for Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~ using the Na~2~MoO~4~ reference was found equal to (2.79 ± 0.30) kJ mol^--1^, in very good agreement within the uncertainty with the value derived with the Al reference, i.e., (2.94 ± 0.05) kJ mol^--1^, which gives us good confidence in the accuracy of the data and reliability of the method. The individual and averaged values obtained for each composition are listed in [Table [7](#tbl7){ref-type="other"}](#tbl7){ref-type="other"} and shown in [Figure [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}. A progressive decrease in the transition enthalpy value is observed when the tellurium content increases. The transition enthalpy for the Cs~2~TeO~4~ end-member was found as (2.67 ± 0.14) kJ mol^--1^.

###### Transition Enthalpy Data Collected by DSC at Atmospheric Pressure[a](#tbl7-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  *m*(sample) (mg)                                       *m*(ref) (mg)   Δ~tr~*H*~m~°(ref) (kJ mol^--1^)   *A*~ref~ (μV s)   *s*~ref~ (μV mW^--1^)   *A*~sample~ (μV s)   Δ~tr~*H*~m~^o^(sample) (kJ mol^--1^)
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------------- --------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------
  Cs~2~MoO~4~ versus Al reference                                                                                                                                         
  78.24                                                  19.0            10.711                            2980.62           0.3952                  422.59               5.06
  89.17                                                  19.0            10.711                            3105.49           0.4117                  448.89               4.53
  93.82                                                  19.0            10.711                            3004.55           0.3983                  424.89               4.21
  **average**                                                                                                                                                             **(4.60 ± 0.43)**
  Cs~2~Mo~0.8~Te~0.2~O~4~ versus Al reference                                                                                                                             
  93.06                                                  18.9            10.711                            2093.46           0.3209                  272.80               3.95
  120.39                                                 18.9            10.711                            2300.50           0.3526                  364.51               3.71
  96.46                                                  18.9            10.711                            2173.24           0.3331                  249.02               3.35
  **average**                                                                                                                                                             **(3.83 ± 0.17)**
  Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~ versus Al reference                                                                                                                             
  71.84                                                  19.0            10.711                            2984.98           0.4551                  217.47               2.94
  114.74                                                 19.0            10.711                            3002.77           0.4578                  354.79               2.98
  85.16                                                  19.0            10.711                            3005.72           0.4583                  255.59               2.89
  **average**                                                                                                                                                             **(2.94 ± 0.05)**
  Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~ versus Na~2~MoO~4~ reference                                                                                                                    
  94.5                                                   47.4            22.61                             3157.26           0.6073                  335.52               2.58
  147.63                                                 47.8            22.61                             3179.2            0.6056                  608.00               3.00
  **average**                                                                                                                                                             **(2.79 ± 0.30)**
  Cs~2~TeO~4~ versus Al reference                                                                                                                                         
  90.65                                                  12.2            10.711                            1934.57           0.4594                  243.40               2.67
  92.89                                                  12.2            10.711                            1958.93           0.4651                  239.35               2.53
  97.17                                                  12.2            10.711                            1887.68           0.4482                  267.19               2.81
  **average**                                                                                                                                                             **(2.67 ± 0.14)**

The quoted uncertainties correspond to the standard deviations.

![Evolution of the α to β transition enthalpy as a function of composition. The dotted line only serves as a guide for the eye.](ic0c01307_0011){#fig11}

3.7. Solidus and Liquidus Equilibria in the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ Phase Diagram {#sec3.7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the phase transition temperatures in the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions, the onset of the second thermal event was used to derive solidus temperatures (see [Figures [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}) in the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ phase diagram. The phase equilibria points collected for all compositions are listed in [Table [8](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}](#tbl8){ref-type="other"}. The liquidus could not be distinguished in the heat flow curves, however, due to the too high proximity with the solidus equilibria. The latter points were subsequently used to develop for the first time a thermodynamic model for the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ system using a regular solution model as detailed in the next section.

###### Transition Temperatures Collected in the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ Phase Diagram by DSC[a](#tbl8-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  composition               *T*~α--β~ (K)   *T*~fus~ (K)   *T*~solidus~ (K)
  ------------------------- --------------- -------------- ------------------
  Cs~2~MoO~4~               (839 ± 5)       (1226 ± 5)      
  Cs~2~Mo~0.9~Te~0.1~O~4~   (826 ± 5)                      (1215 ± 10)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.8~Te~0.2~O~4~   (804 ± 5)                      (1214 ± 10)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.6~Te~0.4~O~4~   (785 ± 5)                      (1198 ± 10)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.5~Te~0.5~O~4~   (770 ± 5)                      (1199 ± 10)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.4~Te~0.6~O~4~   (760 ± 5)                      (1196 ± 10)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.2~Te~0.8~O~4~   (730 ± 5)                      (1194 ± 10)
  Cs~2~Mo~0.1~Te~0.9~O~4~   (726 ± 5)                      (1182 ± 10)
  Cs~2~TeO~4~               (712 ± 5)       (1187 ± 5)      

See [Figures [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}.

3.8. Regular Solution Model of the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ System {#sec3.8}
------------------------------------------------------------------

For a binary system such as Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~, where the solid and liquid solutions show similar physicochemical properties, one could expect an ideal or nearly ideal behavior. The solidus and liquidus lines in an ideal system, in which the heat capacities of the solid and liquid end-member phases are equal or very close to being near the melting temperatures, can be expressed as a simple analytical function of the melting temperatures and fusion enthalpies of the two end-members.^[@ref44]^ When taking into account the heat capacity difference between the solid and liquid phases, the width of the two-phase field between the solidus and liquidus curves varies slightly. When comparing the case of an ideal behavior (solidus and liquidus equilibria in dotted lines) in [Figure [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} with the measured experimental solidus points, it is clear that the system does not behave ideally but rather shows a negative deviation from ideal behavior. This means that the phase equilibria can be well-represented only when taking the excess Gibbs energy of mixing into consideration.

A regular solution model^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ was used in this work to optimize the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ phase diagram based on the collected equilibria points. In the latter model, the entropy of mixing is assumed to be ideal and the excess Gibbs energy of mixing is given solely by an enthalpic term equal towhere Ω corresponds to the regular solution constant (also called interaction coefficient) assumed to be independent of temperature, and *x*~Cs~2~MoO~4~~ and *x*~Cs~2~TeO~4~~ are the molar fractions of the Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~TeO~4~ end-members, respectively.

Three interaction parameters were optimized in this work, i.e., two for the solid solutions α-Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ and β-Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ and one for the liquid solution:

The optimization was done by a "trial-and-error method" using the FactSage software based on the measured enthalpies of transitions for Cs~2~MoO~4~ and Cs~2~TeO~4~ and the collected phase equilibrium data (onset temperatures for the phase transitions in the solid solution and solidus points).

The computed phase diagram is shown in [Figures [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}, and [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}. The agreement with the experimental data is good within the experimental uncertainties. Because very little is known on the thermodynamic properties of Cs~2~TeO~4~ (only the enthalpy of formation has been reported by Cordfunke et al.^[@ref47]^), a number of assumptions had to be made for the expressions of the Gibbs energy of the Cs~2~TeO~4~ end-member. The selected thermodynamic data for the thermodynamic model are listed in detail in the [Supporting Information Section 3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.0c01307/suppl_file/ic0c01307_si_001.pdf), together with a justification for the choice of the thermodynamic functions for this end-member composition. The present model offers a first basis for thermodynamic equilibrium calculations in the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ system. Nevertheless, for a comprehensive assessment of the JOG system and JOG chemistry, a complete CALPHAD assessment of the Cs--Te--Mo--O system would be necessary, in particular to account for the effects of changes in oxygen potential with burn-up.

![Phase equilibria points measured in this work (black squares and red circles) and regular solution model (solid lines) of the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ phase diagram.](ic0c01307_0012){#fig12}

![Phase equilibria points measured in this work and regular solution model of the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ phase diagram. Extended view of the phase transition equilibria (plain lines). The pseudo-binary phase diagram for an ideal behavior is also shown in dotted lines.](ic0c01307_0013){#fig13}

![Phase equilibria points measured in this work and regular solution model of the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ phase diagram. Extended view of the solidus and liquidus curves (plain lines). The pseudobinary phase diagram for an ideal behavior is also shown in dotted lines.](ic0c01307_0014){#fig14}

4. Conclusions and Implications for the Safety Assessment of the Fuel Behavior in FNRs {#sec4}
======================================================================================

In this work, new structural, thermodynamic, and phase diagram data on the Cs--Te--O and Cs--Mo--Te--O systems have been provided. In particular, this study focused on the Cs~2~TeO~4~ compound as it is, at room temperature, iso-structural with Cs~2~MoO~4~, the major component of the JOG.

The existence of the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solution over the complete composition range 0 \< *x* \< 1 is reported for the first time. Combining room-temperature XRD, ND, and XAS, it has been shown that the solid solution obeys Vegard's law, i.e., a linear expansion of the lattice is observed by increasing the tellurium content. However, EXAFS data on the Mo K-edge have shown that the short, highly covalent Mo--O bonds are not influenced by the tellurium addition, and hence, the oxygen tetrahedral environment around Mo remains unchanged in the solid solution.

High-temperature XRD analysis was performed on Cs~2~TeO~4~ in order to obtain the coefficients of thermal expansion of this compound. These measurements highlighted also the presence of an α → β phase transition at about 712 K, with a structural change from orthorhombic to hexagonal, equivalent to that exhibited by Cs~2~MoO~4~ at higher temperature (839 ± 5 K). This transition was also confirmed by DSC experiments, which were performed on various compositions of the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solution. These measurements allowed us to determine the variation of the α → β phase transition temperature with the tellurium content, as well as the enthalpy change associated with this transition. In addition, the congruent melting point of Cs~2~TeO~4~ and the *solidus* temperatures of the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solutions were obtained. Thanks to these new phase diagram equilibria points, a first thermodynamic modeling assessment of the Cs~2~MoO~4~--Cs~2~TeO~4~ system is proposed.

The data reported in this work represent a step forward for the comprehension of the thermodynamic and thermal properties of the multi-element JOG system. Even if further studies are still necessary, some preliminary considerations can already be made on the Cs--Mo--Te--O sub-system, based on the results of this study. Typically, one of the major concerns in FNRs is the chemical interaction between the oxide pellet and the clading material, which can have an impact on the mechanical behavior of the fuel element. For that reason, it is important to evaluate the chemical and the mechanical interaction between the JOG and the clad (stainless steel). As shown in this work, the dissolution of tellurium in Cs~2~MoO~4~ causes a lattice expansion of this phase. This expansion could increase the mechanical stress sustained by the cladding and hence have deleterious effects on its integrity. However, it must be noticed that the available irradiation tests and associated post-irradiation examinations did not highlight failure of the cladding in the presence of the JOG;^[@ref2]−[@ref8]^ on the contrary, some of the results seem to indicate a beneficial effect of the JOG formation on the fuel-clad mechanical interaction.^[@ref5]^ This could be due to a much higher visco-elasticity of the JOG phases compared to the fuel. Further investigations are needed on this point.

Thermal expansion properties are also essential to assess JOG-cladding and JOG-fuel interactions during the thermal cycles. The thermal expansion behavior of Cs~2~MoO~4~ was investigated by Wallez et al.^[@ref20]^ Concerns rise from the anisotropic thermal expansion of the high-temperature hexagonal phase, which can induce microcracks during the cycles, and from the difference between the thermal expansions of Cs~2~MoO~4~ and the fuel. The volume increase due to the α -- β phase transition and the thermal expansion measured for pure Cs~2~TeO~4~ are very similar to those reported for Cs~2~MoO~4~, but shifted to lower temperatures. Therefore, the dilution of Te needs to be taken into account to assess the JOG-fuel interaction during thermal transients.

Finally, one of the most important properties for the safety of a nuclear reactor is the melting temperature of the fuel. As shown herein, the increase of Te content in the Cs~2~Mo~1--*x*~Te~*x*~O~4~ solid solution induces a regular decrease of the melting temperature, with a maximum difference of almost 130 K between the end-members. It is hence essential to take into account the possible dilution of tellurium into Cs~2~MoO~4~ under high oxygen potential conditions in order to determine the safety margin of operation of fast neutron reactors.
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CCDC 2000544--2000545 contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge via [www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif](http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif), or by emailing <data_request@ccdc.cam.ac.uk>, or by contacting The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK; fax: +44 1223 336033.
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